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Surging
into 2016 …
I do hope you will excuse
this diversion from my
usual musings and
observations, but as this is
the last edition of 2015, the
temptation to reflect and then hopefully
excite with news of our plans and
ambitions for 2016 was too strong.
ooking back is not something I do often  the
future is always so much more exciting, don’t
you think? In this instance I am however
prepared to make an exception, because for Top
Sales World it was an “Annus Mirabilis” in virtually
every respect.
To begin with, we achieved “balance.” That is to
say, we found the perfect blend of partners (we
never use the term sponsors because we have strong
partnerships with those organizations who support
us). We also have an incredible team of contributors
all chosen for their breadth of experience, vision and
commercial bandwidth. Add to that the launch of

L
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several exciting new initiatives and the
preservation/improvement of the old favorites and
you have the perfect mix.
Any review of TSW has to begin with Top Sales
Magazine because we are, as one would expect,
immensely proud of how it has developed and grown
in popularity. Presumably, as you are reading this,
you agree – unless you are a masochist of course…
This year we published 42 editions, which
included some superb interviews by my coeditor,
Linda Richardson, hundreds of genuinely substantial
articles from the team and lots of news and gossip.
We even received many compliments on the quality
of the adverts!
From an editorial perspective, deciding to
transition from a weekly publication to a monthly one
was a nobrainer for us. We have always focused on
quality rather than quantity, and so in October we
made the switch. Interestingly, since then the
number of subscribers has gone through the roof.
However, we also wanted to retain weekly
contact, which is why we launched “Around Top
Sales World in 7 Days” and this newsletter affords
everyone the opportunity to catch up with all the

Editorial

World highlights. If you haven’t discovered it yet,
here is a link to the latest issue.
Other weekly initiatives that we retained included
Top 10 Sales Articles & Top 10 Blog Posts because
they remain as popular as ever. We added, Top Sales
Solution, Top Sales Book and Top Sales Interview and
all of these have been very well received.
Our annual events, such as Top 50 Sales
Influencers and Top 50 Sales Blogs, always create
considerable debate and discussion, despite the fact
that we have virtually removed subjectivity from the
decision making process – but differences of opinion
are very healthy. Oh, and this year, we also added
Top 50 Sales Books.
This year’s Top Sales & Marketing Awards has
been the most closely contested in the competition’s
history and we are so grateful to the expert judging
panel for the time they dedicated to ensuring that the
right people were awarded the medals, because they
had some tough decisions to make in most of the 14
categories. If you haven’t yet checked out all the
winners and runners up, you will find the results here.
Finally, in reflecting on our 2015 achievements, I
have to compliment the extremely high quality
sessions that were delivered for Top Sales Academy.
We presented 27 of them in two phases and it was a
huge personal honor to host all of them. The decision
to record, rather than stage live events was fully
vindicated as some of the installments have been
downloaded more than 10000 times! On Pages 38 &
39 you will find a full list and you can register for free
to listen to any or all of them.
I am already looking forward to recruiting next
year’s faculty and delivering another highquality
program.
OK, it’s time to give you a glimpse of what new
treats we have in store for next year:
Very early in 2016 we will launch the new VIP
Area, which will house the TSW Library to begin with.
This gigantic repository of sales resources will
contain articles, webinars, podcasts, eBooks, white
papers, videos, interviews … Need I go on? It will
become the largest research resource for frontline

sales professionals and their managers anywhere on
the planet. Gradually, we will add lots of other
facilities, which we are currently working on, so more
about those very soon.
In May, we will be delivering Top Sales World
Village at the Sales Innovation Expo in London. This is
the largest and most successful salesrelated event in
Europe – in fact, in terms of visitor numbers, it is
second only to Dreamforce – and I have persuaded a
few very good chums to participate. You can see the
keynote speaker lineup here.
We are also negotiating to bring TSW16 to the
US, because it has been an ambition of mine for a
long time. I think it will happen next year. From there,
we absolutely must take the show on the road to
other parts of the world if we possibly can.
Also look out for Top Sales Jobs, as we create our
own jobs board facility – this is also way overdue.
As I reach the end of my allotted word count,
having thanked our incredibly loyal and generous
partners who have wholeheartedly bought into my
vision, and the wonderfully talented contributing
team, I must also say a big thank you to my small but
amazing team who have been with me since the
beginning of this project. They continue to produce
work of the highest order, on time and often within
very tough deadlines.
Our primary objective from the outset was to
create a location where all sales professionals, sales
managers and the people they report to could come
and find fresh resources, created and delivered by
the world’s leading experts every day – for free. I
believe we are achieving that, but we have so much
more we want to do. I don’t want to talk about
journeys and destinations and other such clichés,
rather I like to think about “missions”.
Thank you for your support and I very much hope
you will stay on board for the next stage of this
n
remarkable journey.

To read more of Jonathan's articles, posts,
white papers and thoughts visit his
personal site  here
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The Hybrid
Sales Channel
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Rich Blakeman
the Managing Director of
Channel Sales Center of
Excellence at MHI Global.

JF: Now what we've got to talk about is your brand
new book  The Hybrid Sales Channel. I really do
appreciate you giving me the opportunity, a couple
of months ago, to read a preedited manuscript. I
thoroughly enjoyed it and, since it's just hitting the
market right now, it's helped me to frame some
questions for you. Let me begin by asking you given
the plethora of sales books out there right now and
given the time needed and the investment required,
what made you want to write this book? I guess

6
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what I'm really asking, Rich, is  why this, why now?
RB: Well, you know our company probably as well
as anyone Jonathan and we are absolutely focused
on the end customer. This book was not written
because of some view that I have, or we have, that
we know better. This book was written because of
what's going on in the market place right now, and
that's because buyers are changing their behavior
and they're also changing in number. There are more
buyers than there have ever been in the past in
every complex sale. They're requiring more ROI
proof, a more disciplined process and more value. At
the same time, the companies that the buyers are
working for are systematically requiring their own
leaders to organically grow their companies, and not
grow through acquisition.
All of that leads to companies and our clients

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

having the need to really look at their coverage
strategy to say, "How are we going to organically
grow our business in light of how customers are
doing this?" And that's where we came to a hybrid
way of looking at a coverage strategy, rather than
traditional, separated, indirect and direct sales
channels.
JF: One of the things I came away with, after I read
it for the first time, is this isn't one of your usual sales
or sales methodology books at all.
RB: At the end of the day, it's a coverage strategy.
It's how to look at your territories, down at the
territory and customer level  not up at a very high
level  of how you're going to approach a broad
market place or region geography, but rather how
you're going to look down at the territory and
customer level, and how you're going to leverage
the unique strengths of your direct sales force and
your channel partner, down to the individual partner
sales rep, to get the best coverage in order to ignite
growth.
JF: Absolutely. I think the book has a very
interesting and original approach. I'm going to ask
you about Dominique, Jorge and David very shortly,
of course, as you'd expect me to. But first, let me ask
why you chose that approach?
RB: I think you've hit it on the head Jonathan, and
that's being able to bring it to life. There are lots of
books that will talk about why you should do
something and then never talk about how. There are
also lots of books that'll talk about how, without
giving you a context to why…
And there are a very small number that can wrap
it up in something that can make it understandable,
by putting it in the context of a story or a setting that
is similar to something that you may be going
through, or that other companies that you work with
are going through. So, to me, we had to go through
all three phases of that. Get through the why, get to

the how, and give some meat that would put it all
together.
JF: Sure. I understand that, because it's extremely
important and significant. We both know that
there's an awful lot of people out there that will tell
us this is wrong, but actually don't have the
capability, the knowledge or the experience
themselves to tell us how to put it right.
RB: I completely understand. It was no small journey
on my part, on the front end, to try and take a whole
lot of stuff that comes from years of experience and
trying to decide how to sort it in a way that might be
palatable.
JF: And that comes through Rich. This is a
wonderful platform for you to finally demonstrate
your incredible and vast experience of the sales
space. I think you grasp it with both hands. Now
look, before we go any further, I've got to know this,
is this a real company? Is it a hypothetical company,
or is it something else?
RB: You know, if it was a real company I'd never say.
I will tell you that I know a minimum of seven
companies that I could name which are exactly like
this company.
I know one in particular that is precisely like this
company, but its characteristics have existed in my
experience for as many as 30 years, and have
increased in their frequency over the last 10 years at
almost logarithmic proportions!
So, it's a little bit of each. It's a blend, it's some
very specific companies, and it's a trend right now.
And based on the reactions that I've had at a couple
of conferences I've spoken at recently, it's a trend
that is really seriously present in the market, which is
why we're in the market with these concepts right
now.
JF: What I found very interesting is that you've
struck a balance. In other words, half of your focus
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seems to be on the leadership framework, from the
boardroom to the senior executives, and the other
half is on the execution  between a firstline
manager and territory direct salesperson. I mean,
that was obviously conscious, wasn't it, to create
that balance?
RB: More than conscious. In this kind of change, you
can't do one without the other, and I'll take it in the
reverse order that you mentioned. The firstline
manager is the most underappreciated, under paid,
overpressurized resource in any company, and yet
they're the one that makes change happen and
makes change stick in the relationship between the
first line manager and their direct reports.
So if you're going to do a different coverage
strategy, down at the territory and sales rep level,
which is where you touch the customer, then you've
got to get that right. But if you don't do that in
alignment with the initiatives of the senior
executives, then it's a waste of time! And likewise, if
you get alignment of the senior executives and all
you do is publish memorandums, PowerPoint slide
decks, monthly updates and beautiful KPI charts, but
never engage the firstline managers  either of
those two will fail.
JF: What we're talking about here is total buy in,
aren't we? Because without that, you just cannot
guarantee success.
RB: Yes, it's top to bottom and it has to be complete.
Then, if you add in the partners... It has to be
complete.
JF: At the moment, many companies are working
hard to separate their direct sales from their indirect
channels. Yet you believe that growth will come
from exactly the opposite  a hybrid. So this is a big
leap for a lot of people. Can you help me with the
core reasoning here? How did you arrive at that?
RB: Well, the arrival is really more about what the
goal is. The goal of separating direct from indirect is

8
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traditionally about cost structure. And the cost
structure of a direct and indirect sales force is
completely different. You may choose speed to
market or coverage in some emerging markets or
emerging countries as another goal, but primarily
over the years, companies have used cost as the
measuring stick for developing direct versus indirect;
and that's not today's goal. That won't take us where
we need to get and that won't create organic
growth. If anything, it is the antithesis of organic
growth!
And if you use growth as the measure instead of
cost, then in order to create growth, you must
maximize every resource and put every resource to
work in concert with each other  not in opposition
to each other.
And to do it in concert with each other, you've
got to do that down at a very close level to the
customer, not at some high level of orchestration
with rules of engagement that will never work and
can't be followed to begin with, and aren't fairly
administered… But all the way down at the
customer, where you can take this person's unique
strength, and that person's unique strength, and put
them to work in concert. That can create growth
when done together.
When done separately, all you can do is maximize
your cost  but you won't grow…
JF: I think that's spot on Rich. I read a post of yours
on LinkedIn recently about this book, and what you
said was, "This isn't the annual rearranging of the
deck chairs"… and I certainly know all about that!
So how can this kind of change be accomplished,
without it seeming to fall into that category, in any
company?
RB: Well, it's a great question, I appreciate you
paying attention to my social media. Jonathan, if
anything, the biggest challenge is getting people
(including your partners) to understand the
fundamental change and the reasoning for making
these kinds of changes, and not having it appear by

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

all of the actions from firstline managers, through
senior executives, through the partners that you
engage, to be just the program. That this is a pilot
we're going to try. It's very difficult to pilot this kind
of work, because you're going to engage outside
business partners  and business partners talk to
each other... They work in many different
geographies.
So if you pilot it over here, and don't pilot it over
there, they don't understand those kinds of
differentiations the way you might as an enterprise
company. You really have to be able to demonstrate
to your people where the goal line is, why this is a
different goal line than just, "Well, we're going to
reorganize." This isn't about reorganization. This is
about a new philosophy for doing coverage, and if
you can't wrap your head around that and tie it to
your corporate goals for growth, then it's difficult to
get this change made.
JF: Yes, this isn't something you think about, as you
suggest, halfheartedly. This is a completely
different change of mindset, philosophy and
strategy. And if you're going to do it, I think it's like
all things in life, isn't it Rich? If you're going to do it,
do it to the best of your ability and give it everything
you've got. If not, why bother?
RB: And it's not that you can't do it in a country or
that you can't do it in a region. But if you're going to
do it, you have to do it top to bottom inside that
organization to make it work. It's not that you can't
do it in SMB and not do it at Enterprise. Of course
you can, you can segment it and find the places
where in your company this will work for you. But
when you decide to go this direction, you go all in
that segment for the right reasons and that's why it
takes some readiness assessment. It takes the
alignment of the executives. It takes getting the
first line management team prepared. You don't
just read a book, send a couple of people through a
little bit of preparation, and say okay we're ready to
go now!

JF: I like the book very much Rich. It’s timely! I
wanted to ask you, now that it's published and out
and you stand back looking at it, you must do so with
an enormous amount of pride?
RB: Well, I am. But I will also tell you that I do it with
an enormous amount of humility. I'm sitting in my
office and, just like in yours, I have 75 sales books on
my shelf and for the majority of them, I know the
authors personally.
I'm not any smarter today than I was yesterday,
because I published this book. And I'm not any
smarter than any of these other people who
published their books. But at the same time, I'm
extremely proud of the work that went into this, and
the amount of experience that it took from a lot of
people working with a lot of clients, to be able to pull
together all of the work that's embedded in this, and
I'm very excited about the future of where we can
take this to help our clients grow their business.
That's really what I'm excited about. And we haven't
crossed a goal line  we've just really started a race...
JF: I think that summed it up, and I will leave
everyone with this final thought…
This is a substantial book. Rich Blakeman isn't
someone that needed to write a book in order to
improve his status. He is already where he needs to
be and brings all of that experience to bear. Through
this book, he's given us new thoughts, new ideas 
and it's so refreshing!
Like many people, I get to read a lot of sales
books. I get an awful lot coming across my desk to
review. And I can say, with my hand on my heart, this
is a genuine book. I've learned a lot, and for that I'm
very grateful Rich.
You can listen to the fullunedited audio version of
n
this interview here.

Find out more about Rich Blakeman
and MHI Global here
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Magazine Review
This magazine now has more than 260k subscribers and has
become the most popular, most read and most significant sales
related journal available.
During early 2015 we continued to produce a new edition every
week but then at the start of Q4 we made the transition to
monthly versions and this has proved to be a very popular deci
sion. The new design and modern look, coupled with even more
quality content has resulted in a sharp increase in signups.
If you missed any publications during the year, you now have the
chance to visit the Top Sales Magazine Archive and catch up.
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Building
a Sales Strategy
from Discovery
Selling today is so much
more difficult than it was
just a couple of years ago.
Why? Is it the economy?
Corporations have more
cash in the bank than any other time in
history, so the answer is likely no.

s it Wall Street? Probably not, the majority of
businesses are not public, and are not required to
answer to shareholders.
Could it be saturation or lack of innovation?
I rather doubt it, mostly because this is the most
technologically advanced generation ever.
Or could it be competition?
I thought yes for a brief moment. You see there is
far more competition than ever. The internet,
international competition, and always the
opportunity to “build it themselves” will slow down,
or even stop a sale in its tracks.
Attitudes, opportunities, competition, or just
lousy sales professionals all contribute to the
difficulty in selling in today’s environment. I don’t
think there is one single answer to the question.
Therefore, I don’t believe there is a single solution to
the problem.
There is no “silver bullet” to sales success. It
takes a good strategic process, diligence, tenacity,
drive, product knowledge, and a little luck. Or maybe
a lot of luck. The jury is still out. Aside from the
adjectives describing the needed personality traits I
want to begin this discussion on process.
A sales process differs from a sales methodology.

I

A sales methodology is a formal training program
(3rd Party) that is taught to your sales force.
Companies like Miller Heiman, SPIN Selling, Solution
Selling, and Sandler top my list of sales
methodologies. A sales process is a series of stages
that a sale passes through on the way to a close.
Each stage should have steps (or gates) that must be
completed before a sale is advanced to the next
stage.
The foundation for a sales strategy begins with a
good sales process. The reason for this is you must
complete these four gates or steps to begin to think
about creating a strategic plan.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Qualification – Is the prospect qualified to buy
from you? (Motivation, Money, Marketing
criteria)
Discovery  Have your performed discovery to
identify the key issues, pains, and goals?
Current State  Have you determined current
state?
Solution  Do you have a solution that fits
within the estimated or anticipated budget?

Once you are sure the prospect has met all of the
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previous criteria you can then determine a strategy
to close the business. The strategy must align with
your stages however. Here is an example of how
your process should drive your strategy.
In each of the three examples the standard
criteria must be met to move from stage to stage,
however to really impact a sale you need the
strategic criteria to drive it forward. The standard
tasks are the minimum criteria most sales
management want to see; the strategic tasks on the
other hand can ensure you know exactly where you
stand in a sales situation. Building a strategy begins
with great discovery.
Discovery is a key part of all sales success. Most
sales professionals have difficulty with the discovery
process especially collecting the necessary data for a
strategic plan. This is where a sales methodology can
be very helpful. Sandler for example teaches great
techniques for discovery. The Nine block model
taught in Solution Selling is very effective too. The
problem I see with most sales methodologies is they
are very rigid. They teach the way the inventor of
the methodology intended. There is little room for
exceptions.
Sales tools are the key component to building a
strategic plan. Each step of the sales process
requires data collection and data sharing. If your goal
is to get your sales professional’s to think more
“strategic” and less “standard” then your first step
should be to put sales tools in their hands that will
drive their behavior.
Here are ten steps that need to be taken to
transition your sales process to a more strategic
approach.
Process stages

1.

Use a qualification document to determine the
viability of the prospect. Ensure you include the
difficult questions right up front. Questions like:
Whose budget is this purchase coming from?
Who is the final decision maker? What is the
buying process? etc.

2.

Implement a high quality discovery program.
There is absolutely no substitute for great
discovery. You must be sure you collect the
issues, pains, and goals along with the cost of
current state or status quo. There is no way to
prove value unless you have a starting point.
Status quo is the starting point. This is the most
important step in strategic planning.

3.

Use a status quo report to share the findings
with your prospect. Update the report once you
both have reviewed the results. This document
must be accurate and accepted by the prospect
as the gospel for their current situation. I like to
add graphics like a dashboard to really illustrate
the issues and costs of those issues.

4.

Extrapolate the current costs over a 3 to 5year
period. This will set up your strategic discussion
on tipping points and give your prospect the
vision of current state versus future state. This
is a strategic discussion you will want to have.

5.

I suggest you add this next step to your
strategic plan and dashboard. Add a line chart
displaying the current cost year over year. Show
how status quo is not free. This will come in

Standard criteria
Do they meet marketing criteria,
have a budget, and a compelling
reason to buy?

Strategic criteria
Whose budget is going to pay for
the project?

Discovery

Identify issues, pains, and goals.

Calculate cost of status quo, and
cost of decision delay.

Due Diligence

Provide references, site visit.

Use a TCO to compare status quo
to your solution, to a competitor.

Qualify

14
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handy later when you will want to overlay value
and debt service.
6.

7.

8.

Demonstrate your value and establish goals
against the current state. Here is where you will
want to paint a vision for the future. A strategic
plan must include what the future state will look
like including cost reductions, revenue
improvements, and possible cost avoidances as
well as risk aversion. Add your value points to
your graph showing cost over time versus value
over time.
The biggest part of strategic planning for sales
professional’s is having the ability to spell out
what you have learned, and provide a roadmap
to the future. In this step you must be able to
report the issues, pains, and goals, your
prospect has agreed with you on. Calculate
current cost and future cost, along with cost of
status quo, and cost of decision delay. Next
articulate the future and what value (economic
impact) that future has on the prospects
financial health. Your strategy must include
information on direct impact and corporate
impact. All of this information should be
displayed on a dashboard for presentation and
discussion. You may consider a Value
Hypothesis document.
A strategic plan must not end with the
presentation of a Value Hypothesis. You must
think like your buyer and provide insight into
why buy now, and why from you. Being market
smart and product smart just isn’t enough in
today’s B2B buying environment. You need to
be able to distinguish yourself from the
competition. Make yourself unique for the
buyer. Be ready to do a side by side TCO
comparison with status quo and competition. In
fact, I suggest you build it out for your prospect
based on the value propositions you have
articulated in the previous steps. If you are the

seller who created all the documentation on
issues, costs, values, etc., then line item your
values and align status quo to you, then leave a
blank to add the competitions information. If
you have done this correctly, your value should
far exceed the competition.
9.

A major part of your strategic plan must include
the investment. It is critical that you have used
reports in each of the previous steps in your
process. Each report you provided to your
prospect ensured they agreed with the value
hypothesis you presented (current and future
state specifically). If you did not get buyin, or
agreement as to the value of your deliverables,
then you are in for a rocky negotiation.

10. Finally overlay the investment on the graph that
is displaying current costs and value. By adding
debt service, it will show how costs will
continue to rise, value will continue over time,
and debt service will become either a smaller
part (ASP software for example) of the picture
or disappear entirely (Purchase out right).
Creating a strategic plan must include a great deal of
research too. I suggest looking at financial trends
and benchmarking data for comparisons and
reporting. The more you know about your prospect
the better off you will be. I also suggest you do some
due diligence on the buyer’s persona. This means
understanding what is important to your buyer, how
are they compensated, who influences them, and
why they would buy from you, what is their
motivation?
A strategic plan is not the silver bullet, but it will
n
help you succeed in the future of selling.

Michael Nick is an author and CEO of
ROI4SALES. Find out more by visiting here
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theme across all cultures, ages, roles and
geographical borders...
People are, quite simply, scared of what other
people will think of them preventing so many
opportunities from occurring.
They are frightened of not being enough which
feeds into:
l
l
l
l

I Forgot To Be
Who I Was Supposed To Be
Hang on, am I supposed to
be this super successful,
sales guru/expert/
authority who knows what
she wants in the world, is a
beacon of hope for salespeople and sales
leaders and puts on a mask to show that
she has it all covered?

might have toyed with the idea a long time ago,
but soon realised it was going to be exhausting
and serve no one, especially me. So when you
read my words, hear me speak, experience my
coaching or sit opposite from me when I sell – what
you see is what you get! Imperfections, scars, warts
and all and I’m now OK with that because my
strengths and commitment to you will outnumber my
weaknesses every single time...and we need both to
balance ourselves out.
With the ongoing sales psychology work that I do
with sales teams in the UK, NZ and Australia, (where I
am I hope, a beacon of hope ;)) there is a common

I
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a fear of rejection
a path of massive procrastination
a lack of authentic connection and
a level of personal stress and anxiety.

It is one of the biggest saboteurs to sales success (yet
most think it is because they can’t close a deal or
overcome an objection!).
My question is ‘have you ever stopped to consider
what is so stunningly right with who you are and what
you offer?
Have you ever considered ‘What is so flawed about
knowing and believing you are the right person at the
right place at the right time for your role?’
If not, it’s worth taking a few minutes to think
about it!! Like right now!
By you living with this illusion that you don’t quite
have what it takes to be in your role, that perhaps you
are an imposter, that perhaps you might get caught
out for not being enough, due to any number of
reasons  age, gender, experience or any other
perceived limitation you choose to use and cover up:
l You run the risk of becoming a “yes” person when

your buyer wants someone to speak their truth.
l You run the risk of polarising people because we

can all sniff inauthenticity a mile off.
l You show a level of discomfort when asking those

hard questions.
l You might be seen as weak by your buyer as a

result of the mask slipping and your lack of
confidence with authority peeking out.

Bernadette McClelland

l It might mean you agree with something you have

no idea about because you don’t want to be seen
as having absolutely no idea! (Ever laughed at a
joke and someone said ‘what did they say?’ and
you had to admit you were laughing at something
you didn’t even hear or understand? Awkward!)
l It might mean you compromise your personal

values or your business’ values because you
believe backing yourself might scare someone
away.
Basically, it means you are being someone you’re not
and that weakens you, your spirit and your personal
brand.
But what if you forgot to be who you were
‘supposed’ to be?
What if you dropped the pretence of being
someone you weren’t?
What if you forgot about measuring yourself
by someone else’s yardstick, lost the attachment
to what your perception of other people’s
thoughts really were and just got on with life and
business?
We don’t need to be fixed or change who we are
– no one is broken. We simply need to adapt some of
our behaviours; the operative word being SOME not
ALL. We might need to take on board some well
meaning feedback (about our behaviour, not about
us!) and make some slight tweaks to tighten or loosen
our rules. That’s called growth and innovation;
something businesses need more of, and yet the
answer is oftentimes found in their people, at no
additional expense!
By being the real you, would you piss some
people off?
Yes, but they would probably never have been
aligned to your values in the first place so take them
off that invisible pedestal! Don’t get swept up in their
narcissism, their ego, their bullying, and their disdain
for you, their constant testing, their lack of respect
and the feeling you have adopted that you are not
enough.

By being the real you, would you attract people
who shared your views, your values and your voice?
Definitely, and this would strengthen your level of
conviction and self belief even more!
Our customers know when someone is real,
especially in today’s competitive and transparent
economy, and they will cut you some slack if you
show you are there to serve them.
Inauthenticity is not sustainable. You might be
able to put a front on for a while but when pressures
arise, social situations crop up or relationships
deepen, then people’s true colours will show through
soon enough. People will either trust you more, or
trust you less as a result. And good business is based
on practicing trust and agreement.
Businesses need people to be sustainable, not just
bottom lines.
If you aren’t being you, you are selling yourself
short. Hedging your bets by ‘faking it till you make it’, is
not fair to you. It is you giving people someone else
to like until you feel it’s safe for them to like the real
you, if you last that long.
In coining, ‘mistake it till you make it’, I believe
doing your best work, preparing, learning,
researching, thinking differently, asking for help and
showing up as someone who exhibits transparency,
vulnerability and humility is the real deal worthy of
bell ringing.
There is nothing more refreshing than to be with
someone who owns their value, except to be that
person. To focus on those strengths you know you
give yourself permission to have, as well as being
aware of your weaknesses, will work wonders for all.
If you want people to trust you and lean on you
and call you up before your competitor, then as scary
as it is to some and as foreign the idea may appear to
others, it’s time to forget showing up as the person
you think you are supposed to be, and proudly show
up as you!
n
Be Bold and Brilliant!

Find out more about Bernadette at
Bernadette McClelland Consulting here
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How to train your customers:
Six steps to better relationships & outcomes
I’ve addressed in previous columns how buyers should follow certain
guidelines and best practices in how they select and manage their vendors,
consultants and agencies. But it goes the other way as well. Consultants,
vendors and agencies who don’t set clear expectations and “train” their
clients & customers up front are more liable to experience friction and
frustration down the road.
hether you’re selling professional
services, software or anything in
between, here are six steps I’ve found
valuable in creating better, more successful
relationships.

W

1. Ensure a clear understanding of expected
outcomes up front
Literally define what success will look like. Most
often it’s a number – but do you agree on what the
number should be? Do you agree what you’re even
measuring, and in what intervals they will be
measured? How quickly do you (or they) expect
success will take?
This is a case where lots of people assume – they
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assume the other side expects the same thing, they
assume the client will be reasonable even if results
don’t come in as high as expected. Better to get
those specifics on the table up front. Even if you
don’t do that in the contract phase, ensure it’s a part
of your kickoff and early conversations.
2. Ensure a clear understanding of the internal
work required to achieve success
Too often customers buy something and expect
results to magically happen without their input. They
expect marketing automation to be….automatic.
They expect agencies to deliver without requiring
input, review, feedback.
When these misunderstandings occur, I blame

Matt Heinz

the seller, not the buyer. It’s the seller’s
responsibility to make clear up front what will be
required to exceed objectives – including input, time
and resources from the customer. Too often the
seller is afraid of losing the deal by exposing how
much work will be required internally, or now truly
complex a solution is to implement and achieve
results.
But if you win the deal only to ultimately lose an
unhappy customer later, was it worth it? Better to be
clear (and establish credibility that you know your
stuff at a detailed level) up front.
3. Ensure a clear understanding of the expected &
necessary timeline to achieve results
When you buy something, there’s often a level of
urgency behind the results you need. Of course you
want the results now. Sometimes that’s possible,
sometimes not. Really important to make sure the
customer knows how long it will take to do
something successfully.
If they’re looking for a different answer, it might
not be because they have unrealistic expectations –
it might simply be because they don’t have all the
information they need to know what it will actually
take. This is your opportunity as a seller to educate,
which only serves to make you look smarter and
more confident as the right decision for the buyer.
4. Escalate any concerns, frustrations or questions
immediately
I highly recommend that sellers bring this up and
reinforce it often at the beginning of a relationship,
to ensure clear lines of communication and to
ensure that your clients know you mean it. You may
have to force your buyer to voice a negative or
constructive opinion early on, but make sure you
accept that and make the necessary adjustments to
get back on the right track.
If frustrations fester, they can create longterm
problems and perceptions, sometimes without the

ability to get back into a productive state. Bring up
the “hard” conversations early, don’t hide behind
email or unrealistic expectations that they will “go
away” if you just ignore them. They may go away –
but only after you’ve been fired.
5. Ensure a clear understanding of standard
boundaries (with exceptions)
This goes especially for service organizations. You
want to please the client, but that doesn’t mean
fiveminute response time for emails on a Saturday
night. There will occasionally be emergencies and
firedrill situations, but those should be the
exception to the rule. If you start responding over
weekends, you’ll train your buyer to expect
responses on weekends. If you want to preserve
your personal time, respond Monday morning and
train your buyer to either 1) ask the question on
Friday, 2) escalate in the rare condition that it’s
urgent, or 3) wait. Most things can wait.
6. Insist on a regular meeting and communication
structure
The cadence and depth will depend on what you’re
doing, but a regular rhythm of scheduled
communication is important. Could include weekly
status meetings, Friday afternoon written reports,
Trello boards, whatever. Just decide that up front,
be explicit about changes made during the
engagement, and keep the lines of communication
and updates going.
When you have separate sales and account
management teams, these best practices are
particularly important to ensure expectations set
before the sales are fulfilled after, and that service
expectations are met as well.
I’d love to hear your best practices and horror
n
stories relative to these tips…

Matt Heinz is President Of Heinz Marketing.
Find out more by visiting here
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Building A Case
for Frontline Sales Manager Development
If I were to play a note on an instrument, you wouldn't immediately classify
it as music. Even several notes, played at random, would still just be noise.
It's only when notes are assembled into a specific arrangement that they
can properly be called music.
environment, sandwiched between leadership and
the sales team.
l Coaching can increase win rates by 9%: Coaching

is not a required capability for individual sales
professionals, but it is the key leadership capability
for FSMs to develop salespeople’s untapped
potential. Our CSO Insights 2015 Sales
Management Optimization Study shows that
coaching, closely connected to the sales process
and methodologies, can improve win rates for
forecasted deals by 9%.
l Shifting the FSM’s focus: As sales leaders shift

n the hands of a master composer, these
assembled notes can tell a compelling story. That’s
the same with building a business case for frontline
sales manager (FSM) development.

I

Foundation: Four main reasons to invest in
frontline sales managers

their focus more towards what’s coming into the
pipeline (see CSO Insights 2015 Sales Management
Optimization Study), FSMs have to shift their focus
as well to the early stages of the customer’s
journey, to prospecting and creating new
opportunities. Furthermore, FSMs also have to
walk away from only measuring results to
managing the right activities and coaching the
related behaviors throughout the entire
customer’s journey.
l Forecast accuracy is key to sales effectiveness:

l FSMs are the linchpin to performance: They have

the biggest leverage effect in any sales
organization, based on their span of control.
Additionally, they have to navigate multiple
priorities at the same time, across three often
competing dimensions  customers, business and
people  in a constantly changing and complex
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Organizations with higher forecast accuracy have
better revenue plan attainment (2014 MHI
Research Institute Sales Performance and
Productivity Study). The better the forecast, the
more focused an organization is on the deals they
can win, and the deals they want to win (e.g.,
resources, investments).

Tamara Schenk

Additional components: key influencers, data
in context and current FSM maturity
Based on the four main reasons to invest in FSMs,
three additional ingredients are required. A group of
key influencers and early supporters must be created.
Ideally, this group will consist of sales
enablement/training, sales operations, and HR
professionals as well as a few highperforming and
interested FSMs. The reasons for FSM development
as detailed above must be connected to the
organization’s context by mapping the business
strategy to the current sales execution plan. This will
help identify strengths, gaps, and weaknesses.
Additionally, the organization’s current FSM maturity
level should be assessed to establish a starting point
for development and to identify priorities. The CSO
Insights FSM Maturity Model can provide guidance.

Composing the Business Case
Just as a piece of music has structure, so does the
business case for prioritizing FSM development. The
"right" structure depends heavily on the audience and
setting, in this case, the sales leaders' personalities and
preferences and the organizational context in which
the case is being made. However the case is
structured, it needs to answer these questions:
Why should we reprioritize investments? The
answer to this question connects the dots between
sales strategy, current sales challenges, ongoing
strategic initiatives and the FSM assessment results
and conclusions. Bringing data in the organization’s
specific context, that’s the key challenge here.
In what are we investing? The business case must
provide at least highlevel details of where sales
leaders are being asked to invest and what will be
delivered. For many organizations, this is a rough
outline of an FSM development program (modules,
sequences, content, etc.) that is based on the initial
assessment and connected to the organization’s
challenges.
How much do we need to invest? Sales leadership

will need to know how much they are being asked to
invest in FSM development. Most organizations find it
helpful to break this down into an average per FSM
per year. Details on annual investments can be found
in the CSO Insights 2015 Sales Management
Optimization Study. These investments should also be
mapped to the expected results.
How will we develop and deliver the program?
What combination of elearning, mlearning (mobile
learning) and classroom training will the program
offer, and how much time will FSMs need to spend in
training per year? Additionally, how will these
programs be developed and delivered – with internal
resources, with partners, or completely outsourced?
How will we measure success? Metrics has to be
defined for both the expected behavioral changes and
the business results. For example, if the initial
assessment determined that coaching needed to be
formalized and the related coaching capabilities
developed, then coaching must be measured, e.g.,
coaching time, frequency, purpose and quality. Then,
the expected business impact, such as increasing win
rates, can be measured and put into context.
How will we get there? Not only is a common
vision of success required; sales leadership also needs
to be shown how they will reach their destination.
The roadmap should outline the different
developmental phases for each of the different FSM
target groups, including pilots and rollouts across
additional regions and business units.
Logically, it makes sense to invest in FSMs, as
they are the linchpins to sales performance.
However, sales leadership's natural bias toward
investing in individual sales professionals is a hurdle
that must be overcome. This requires a compelling
business case composed of research and a thorough,
current state analysis that shows sales leaders how
reprioritizing investments can help them reach their
n
business goals.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director at CSO
Insights, a division of MHI Global. Visit here
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Three Ways Sales EQ
Improves Bottom-Line Sales Results
CEOs and sales managers
always are looking for the
one or two things that will
set them apart from the
competition. They invest in
innovation and new products; they meet
and talk about branding and marketing.
aybe it’s time for your sales organization
to look at the best predictor of success:
hiring and retaining salespeople with a
high degree of emotional intelligence.
Dr. Reuven Baron, an expert in emotional
intelligence, defines EQ as an “array of non
cognitive capabilities and competencies that
influence one’s ability to succeed in coping with
environmental demands and pressures.”
And let’s face it: Sales is competitive and
demanding. That’s why the most effective
salespeople possess a high degree of Sales IQ
(knowledge and expertise) and Sales EQ, the ability
to handle pressure in an everchanging
environment.
There are three emotional intelligence skills to
interview for and seek in your next sales candidate.

M

#1. Assertiveness. This is defined as the ability to
state what you need nicely. Salespeople lacking
assertiveness tend to go along to get along, and that
often shows up in the budget and decision stage of
the sales cycle.
For example, a salesperson asks the prospect
what they’ve set aside in their budget for their
product or service. A common answer is, “I have no
idea. Just put something together.” The non
assertive salesperson goes along to get along, and
invests hours writing a proposal for a prospect that
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Colleen Stanley

may not be willing or able to invest in his services.
They present the proposal to the prospect 
only to hear, “Hmmm. This is more than I want to
invest.” Chalk up another practice proposal lost
because of lack of assertiveness. The salesperson
was unable to state what she needed in order to
invest her valuable time in writing a proposal. What
she needed was to figure out if this prospect was
willing to write a check to solve his problem or
achieve his goal.
Sales managers emphasize meeting with all the
buying influencers, but a salesperson that isn’t
assertive enough to ask for that meeting winds up
writing another practice proposal. The salesperson
knows what to do, but lack of assertiveness
prevents them from stating what they need. “Ms.
Prospect, we’ve had our best results when we meet
with this title, this title and this title. Can you help
me get those meetings set up?”
Lack of assertiveness dramatically affects sales
cultures. Nonassertive people tend to be “sales
victims.” Everyone is taking advantage of them.
They always have a bad territory, bad boss, bad
friends and bad life. No one is taking advantage of
these folks. Their lack of assertiveness turns them
into business doormats and whiners.
#2: Impulse control. This is the ability to delay a
response or reaction, and to put in the work to get
the reward. It’s the antithesis of instant
gratification.
Poor impulse control creates poor time
management. The instantgratification salesperson
shows up to the office without a plan. And they
waste time: It’s easy to waste at least one hour a
day due to lack of calendar blocking and action item
lists. That’s five wasted hours per week, 20 hours in
a month. Gee, is there a possibility that more sales
could be achieved with 20 additional hours in a
month?
Effective salespeople possess the EI Skill of
delayed gratification and plan their weeks. Open up
their calendars and you will see todo lists, calendar

blocking for account management and proactive
business development.
Instant gratification affects precall planning
because there isn’t any. The low impulse control
salesperson chooses to apply the “wingit” sales
methodology. He shows up at the meeting not
knowing who the incumbent is, and has not created
compelling questions or customized value
propositions. The sales call goes downhill quickly.
No preparation, no sale.
#3: Selfregard. Good sales managers invest the
time to teach their team ways to identify and access
the elusive decision maker. Then at the next win
loss analysis review, the sales manager discovers
that the salesperson still is defaulting to meetings
with nondecision makers. The reason: The
salesperson lacks the confidence to reach out to the
real decision maker.
The lowselfregard person has mastered
negative selftalk. “This prospect will never see me.
I won’t know the answer to a question  the
prospect will think I’m stupid.”
This salesperson has the sales knowledge, so
lack of results is not because of hard selling skills.
The root cause for poor sales results is lack of self
regard, which prevents him from executing the hard
selling skills.
Lack of selfconfidence also creates statusquo
sales cultures. People with low selfregard don’t like
receiving feedback on their performance and
generally get defensive when hearing ways to
change or improve. As a result, no one gives them
feedback because of their emotional response. So,
no one gets better and “good enough” becomes the
sales organization’s theme song.
Hire for Sales IQ and Sales EQ. Soft skills do
n
produce hard sales results.

Colleen Stanley is the founder and President
of SalesLeadership, Inc. Find out more here
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Christian Maurer

What‘s the Matter
with Sales Performance?
Whether you plot the
evolution of quota
attainment over the last
few years (CSO Insights) or
you prefer to plot sales
forecast accuracy as a metric to express
sales performance and compare this with
the trend of spending on CRM systems
over the same period of time (Gartner), you
will be in for a surprise.

here you might expect causation (CRM
investments improve sales performance),
you will not even be able to see a positive
correlation.
There is less data available on spending on sales
training. If sales training followed the general trend
of corporate training over the last few years, there is
no positive correlation to be found between that
trend and sales performance either. Although there
are studies (e.g. CSO Insights) reporting some
positive correlation between sales training and sales
performance improvement. But it is only for a small

W
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percentage of firms which seems not significant
enough to break the overall pattern. There is other
data available (Objective Management Group)
showing that on an aggregate level, despite massive
training investments, capabilities of sales people, in
certain domains, have even decreased. Furthermore,
there is an abundance of anecdotal evidence that
generalized sales programs have a low yield of
performance.

Hypothesis
It looks like sales leaders are doing the
same thing over and over again
(investing in systems and generalized
sales programs) and expecting
different
results
(higher
sales
performance). This is Einstein’s
definition of insanity. Einstein also
recommends some remedy: “No
problem can be solved by the same
level of consciousness that created it.
You must learn to see the world
anew.”
Is there a way sales leaders can
see their world anew? Karen Flaherty,
in
her
contribution
“Strategic
Leadership in Sales’” in “The Oxford
Handbook: Strategic Sales and Sales
Management” sees a necessity for a
‘systems’ perspective rather than a
‘best practice’ approach to sales
leadership.

spectrum and with a high geographical diversity. In
my view, studies conducted in this manner identify
‘most commonly used’ practices, which is not the
same as ‘best practices’.
Selling being very situational, the question then
is: How well do these ‘most commonly used’
practices fit in a particular context? Frank Cespedes
in his book “Aligning Strategies and Sales” reports on
a finding about star performers changing employers.
Despite staying in the same industry they never got
back to the performance level they
had with their previous employer. It is
estimated
that
50%
of
the
Sales is a
performance of sales people depends
totally different
on the context they are working in.
‘Most commonly used practices’
world, isn’t it?
disguised as ‘best practice’ initiatives
There are
are therefore less successful than
anticipated.
practitioners

“

applying ‘lean’
concepts to sales
and marketing
organizations
producing
impressive
improvements of
results.

‘Best practice’ approach
The ‘best practice’ approach is at the heart of most
sales training content and sales technology. These
‘best practices’ are deducted from studies showing
positive correlation between particular approaches
and improved sales results. To be considered
statistically relevant, these studies aim at having a
high number of respondents from a wide industry
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The ‘system’ perspective

I personally use ‘system thinking’ to
get a ‘system perspective’. The lacking
positive
correlation
between
investments
to
improve
sales
performance
and
the
actual
improvement of sales performance
can be seen as being on the pattern
level in ‘system thinking’ terms.
Beneath this level we find the
‘structure’ level. Implementing sales
training programs and tools can be
considered as initiatives changing the design on the
‘structural’ level.
Improving
sales
performance
requires
transformational initiatives (the behavior of sales
people and sales leaders needs to change). This
happens on the ‘mental model’ level of the ‘system
thinking’ model. The ‘system thinking’ model is often
illustrated with an iceberg model. The ‘mental model’
represents the part of the iceberg deepest in the
water. Figuratively speaking, it is dark and very cold

”

Christian Maurer

if you dive down there. So it is no surprise that
leaders hate having to dig that deep for
understanding and breaking ‘undesired’ patterns.

They focus on small chunks having the most
immediate impact on performance and being easily
implementable. This leads to early success which is a
good motivator for any transformation initiative.
Often applied ‘system’ thinking level by
Applying the ‘lean’ approach to sales makes
management
trainings specific to the particular sales force (in
opposite to generalized sales programs). Learning
Many leaders do not even go to the ‘pattern’ level.
happens in digestible chunks. Fighting the forgetting
They remain on the ‘event’ level (the visible part of
curve of standardized sales programs is not needed.
the iceberg) and react directly on the events they
Each puzzle piece added is easily adopted into the
observe. When they detect ’undesired results’ of
daily work of sales managers and sellers because
sales performance, their standard remedies are:
their positive effect becomes immediately visible. If
either fire sales people or sales managers, investing
no improvement can be seen, the puzzle piece is
in mostly generalized training programs for the sales
immediately reworked or considered as not causal to
people or investing in new sales tools
for the addressed UDR. Organizations
to be used by the sales people. Sales
applying the ‘lean’ concept are
management is rarely considered in
continuously experimenting which is
It is estimated considered a prerequisite to attain
such initiatives; leaving them the
option to continue doing the same old
causation between behavior and
that 50% of the
thing. The only way for such initiatives
results. Implementing a lean concept
performance of
to become sustainable is though the
is less risky than investing in the next
active involvement of sales managers
organization wide generalized sales
sales people
as coaches. This cannot be achieved
program or a new sales tool. You
depends on the
without enabling sales managers to
don’t need to wait months or even
step up into this role.
context they are years and to invest huge sums of
money hoping for a positive outcome
working in.
‘Lean’ principles to the rescue
at the end of the initiative. As the
figures show, the likelihood for this to
‘Undesired results’ (UDR) is a term
happen is rather slim.
used by ‘lean’ practitioners. The ‘lean’ concept
“Hope is not a Strategy”
comes from manufacturing. Sales is a totally
different world, isn’t it? There are practitioners
In 2009, Dr. Akande, an economist, scholar, and the
applying ‘lean’ concepts to sales and marketing
Dean of the Business School at Webster University
organizations producing impressive improvements
in St. Louis used the phrase "Hope Is Not a Strategy"
of results. Instead of reacting to events with
as the title of his letter to President Obama. The
initiatives which take long time to implement and
main goal of the letter was to advise President
show rather mediocre results, they focus on
Obama how to bring life back into the economy of
continuous improvement of the daily work of sellers
the United States. Could this also be true for
and sales managers. With the help of systems
n
bringing back life to sales performance?
thinking, root causes of UDR’s are detected and
based on these insights, theories of improvements
Find out more about Christian Maurer and
are defined. These theories are then immediately
The Ultimate Sales Executive Resource here
put in practice and their effects are being measured.

“
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It happens to the best people

Is Your Sales Process
Under Control?
If you are not in charge of
your Sales Process your
forecast will be no more
than guesswork and you
will lose opportunities that
you thought you were going to win.
he truth is most Sales People do not take
charge of the Sales Process. The really
worrying thing is – they think they do.

T

Perception vs. reality
When we ask workshop participants to complete a
precourse questionnaire one question is designed to
see how confident they are about taking charge of
the Sales Process. In most cases their answer reflects
a high degree of confidence that they are in charge.
But when we start working through an opportunity
they are currently working on (we always use real live
opportunities in our workshops) it becomes clear
they are often not in the driving seat and the
opportunity is by no means as certain as they
thought.
The questionnaires have their place but in reality
they only demonstrate the mismatch between
perception and reality. There is only one way to
effectively identify if you are really in charge of the
Sales Process and I will come on to that later.
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I just started working with a large international
software company. Because of the growth in digital
advertising, they have developed a new software
product that will help marketing managers to
improve the effectiveness of digital advertising and
improve ROI. The best Sales People have been
recruited, and the Business Unit Manager has
excellent contacts in exactly the sort of companies
they need to target. This is the way the Sales Process
has been going so far.
The Business Unit Manager uses his contacts to
get a first meeting with the Chief Marketing Officer
of the target prospect, a company already spending a
lot on online advertising. The CMO of the prospect
company then invites a few relevant people along to
this first meeting  this is when things start going out
of control.
The CMO of the target prospect usually invites
along people who are already managing online
media space buying and using competitors’ software.

How the meeting generally goes
My client goes in with their team and makes a
presentation to people they have never met before.
The people invited by the CMO ask fairly aggressive
questions about our client’s product because they
are comfortable about the product they are using.
They don’t get to meet the people who may have real
points of pain.
They don’t get to ask questions about the
strengths and weaknesses of the incumbent and they
don’t get to find out who is really in the Buying
Centre. But, because the prospect CMO has a
relationship with my clients Business Unit Manager
the team goes away with complimentary feedback
and some todos. Then they go back to the office and
enter the opportunity in CRM as qualified with a
probability of 30%. But there is no commitment to a
next step from the prospect and over the next few
weeks interest fades.

Phil Kreindler

Their pipeline is full of these supposedly qualified
opportunities that are going nowhere. The sales
forecasts are unreliable and the Business Unit
Manager keeps having to go back to his internal
investors and explain why the new business unit is
failing to meet crucial milestones.

And this is how our workshop went
Everyone in the Sales Team along with the BU
Manager came to the workshop. The Sales Team
started out being pretty confident about their ability
to achieve their targets but the BU Manager was
much less happy. Understandably because he was
responsible for a team of carefully chosen Sales
Professionals who were going to meetings with
excellent prospects but not closing deals.
We started looking at the Buying Centre in a key
opportunity, one with a high probability of winning. I
asked ‘who in the customer organisation has the
most to gain from your product?’ The answer?
Category and Product Managers. Then I asked if
these were the people they were talking to? The
answer? No.
This served to make the Sales Team think hard
about exactly what they were doing and we started
to make progress.
Then I asked them if it might not be better to start
with a onetoone meeting with the CMO of the
prospect and explore the challenges and
expectations of his internal customers.
How the Sales Process will go from now on
After the onetoone meeting with the CMO the
Sales Team will interview the people with the most to
gain. Then they will replace the old “shootinginthe
dark” presentation with a customerspecific one:
1. Point of Departure Our understanding of where
you are today and what needs to be improved.
2. Point of Arrival Where you want to be in 18
months.
3. Transformation Roadmap a stepbystep plan for
how to get from the Point of departure to the

Point of arrival.
4. Business Case based on the questions asked in
the interviews.
5. Project Approach The next steps to validate the
proposed solution and the value proposition.
Our client has started to put this fully customer
specific approach in place. By taking charge of the
Sales Process I am confident that the team will turn
those excellent leads into real sales.

Time for an opportunity review
I mentioned earlier that you can use questionnaires
to try and assess how confident a Sales Team is that
they are in control of the Sales Process, but they
don’t really work unless the team and the Sales
leader have an unusual degree of selfreflection. So
what can you do?
My recommendation is a detailed Opportunity
Review with a wellqualified outsider. You can pay a
consultant to do this or you may be able to ask a
Sales leader from somewhere else in your
organisation. You need someone to take a critical
view of how your Sales Team is currently working in a
real opportunity.
In my experience, more often than not, the review
will reveal that the Sales Team is far less likely to be in
charge than they think. This is a good starting point
to get the Sales Process under control.
Questions you can ask yourself that will reveal
how in control you are
l Are your Sales forecasts at least 80% accurate?
l Do you often make presentations without

knowing the needs of most of the people in the
room?
l Could you describe what ‘in control’ looks like in
n
your organisation?

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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How to Put an End
to Status Quo Wins
Do you ever feel like your deals are heading down the track toward success,
but then somehow end up not closing? What is happening between point A
and point B that is causing your deals to fall apart? In this article, we are
going to look at the most common issue causing deals to miss the mark:
Status Quo Wins.
ho is the biggest competitor in your sales
cycles? If you are like most sellers, the
answer is undoubtedly not who, but what:
Status Quo — AKA “No Decision”. Why do
organizations, and their leaders, stick with the
current state — no matter how bad that may be —
rather than embrace the opportunity to enhance
their success? The answer lies more in how those
organizations are sold to than in how they buy.
“Delays transform into lost opportunities, and
adhering to the status quo is frequently unjustified
given advantageous alternatives. Still, individuals
persist in seeking default noaction, nochange
options.” (“The Psychology of Doing Nothing” by
Christopher Anderson)
In a quotadriven, “what have you done for me
lately” sales culture, it is easy to lose perspective of
the true PURPOSE of selling — to solve a
problem/pain. The outcome of a sale is 1) a problem
resolved for the buyer and 2) revenue for the seller.
That is the value equation in its simplest form, yet it
is easy for sales professionals to be overwhelmed by

W
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the pressures around them, like securing a contract
signature for the week/month/quarter. When a
seller falls into this trap, the tendency is to rush the
sales cycle and race into solution pitches before
helping the buyer understand there is a problem that
needs to be solved. When the value equation starts
with “no problem/pain”, the end result is inevitably
“no solution/gain”, and thus no contract.
Sales professionals are often missing the mark in
the discovery phase of the sales cycle— this is the
phase where the buyer is trying to understand why
they should make any changes, and why they should
make them now.
Most B2B sales professionals approach the
discovery phase laserfocused on gathering
information about their prospect. This is an
absolutely critical component of discovery, and
something you should do to the point of exhaustion
before meeting with the prospect. But, if we
consider the buying journey, the buyer’s goal at this
point in their process is to gain a better
understanding of their need(s), and in many cases,

Jay Mitchell

determine if they even have a true problem that
needs to be addressed. They are asking themselves
questions like: “Do I have a need?”, “How is that need
impacting my organization/my team/me personally?”
and “Who is impacted by NOT addressing that need?”
Knowing these are the questions a buyer is
considering while interacting with you, the seller, it
is critical you take this opportunity to help them gain
a better understanding of their need(s), and the
consequences that need is having on their
organization, their team and them personally.
We can crystalize the objectives for the
discovery phase of a sales cycle to three steps:

into the solution.
The best way to bring insight to your buyers is to
help them gain a more accurate reality into the pains
their underlying need is causing. There are three
categories of pains that sellers need to activate
within the buyers:

1. Identify the critical issues the prospect is facing.
2. Surface and intensify awareness of the pains
associated with those issues.
3. Help your buyer internalize the pain.

l Financial pains are typically associated with

If you take these three steps, you will help your
buyers realize Status Quo is an unacceptable option
for them to consider. And although you may not
help them choose your solution over another
tangible competitor, you will undeniably establish
and deepen your trust and credibility with the
buyers as you help them discover a path toward
success.
There is also a physiological element to Status
Quo winning that needs to be considered. In his
book Descartes’ Error: Emotion, Reason and the
Human Brain, Neurologist Antonio Damasio says:
“Scientific research is clear: without emotions,
humans are incapable not only of rational thought,
but are rendered unable to pull the trigger on even
the simplest of decisions.”
In other words, HOW you sell (you behavior) is
just as important as what you sell. Arguably the
most significant driving force for every buyer is
selfishness. Through dialogue, if you help the buyer
garner insight into their real needs – not just the
symptoms they are too often experiencing daily –
they win, and thus you win. In fact, you are likely
positioned to win the pursuit without even getting

l Business pains are typically associated with

symbols, such as % and #. They are
measurements including: declining customer
satisfaction levels, deteriorating department
reputation, lost market share and higher
employee attrition.

currency symbols such as $, €, £ and ¥. They
often are directly correlated to the business
pains, and include performance metrics like
higher operating costs, lower revenues and
increased customer acquisition/retention costs.
l Personal pains are typically associated with the

symbols :( , :) and !, and this is ALWAYS the pain
that matters most to a buyer. Examples include:
reduced compensation/bonus/equity payouts,
increased threats to job security and reduced
personal time/quality of life.
Targeting buyers with characteristics and attributes
that are battling the underlying challenges and
issues your solution addresses is foundational. But,
as sales professionals, it is equally, and maybe even
more fundamental that you embrace the
opportunity to help the buyers recognize they
even have a problem in the first place. It is difficult
for your buyer to choose you as a solution when
they do not believe they even need a solution. All
the signs may be pointing to it, but unless you enable
them to internalize the true pain of their current
n
state, Status Quo will continue to win.

Jay Mitchell is the President of Mereo.
Find out more by visiting here
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Prospecting and Sales is NOT a Numbers Game.
It’s a Quality Game
Football bowl and playoffs
are here. I can pretty much
guarantee NO coach is
saying this to his
quarterback:
Coach: "I need you to throw the long bomb on every
play. Every time just toss it as far as you can. I don’t
care where, put it up."
Player: "Uh, coach, shouldn’t we mix it up, try to
move the ball downfield, be selective, run strategic
plays?"
Coach: "Nope. I want lots of passes. It’s a numbers
game.
Another Player: "Coach, we have a better chance of
scoring when we run good quality plays."
Coach: "The more passes you throw, the more
chances you have of scoring. Give me passes!”
Baseball Spring Training starts in a couple of months
(not soon enough for me!) I’ve played and coached
baseball, follow my Kansas City Royals obsessively,
and can bore you with what is happening on every
pitch during a game. I can say with confidence this
won’t happen in any team’s dugout:
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Manager: "Guys, I want you to swing at every pitch.
The more times you swing, the better your chances."
Player: "Well, uh, coach, if a ball is out of the strike
zone, we’ll either miss and strike out, or it won’t be a
solid hit."
Manager: "It’s a numbers game. You’re not getting
hits if you’re not swinging the bat. And for every
miss, just tell yourself you’re that much closer to a
hit."
I’ve been a sales rep for large corporations. I worked
phone jobs in high school and college. I’ve been a
sales manager. I still sell every day. I’ve trained tens
of thousands of sales reps in hundreds of
companies. I can say, WITH CONFIDENCE, that this
DOES happen in some form daily:
Manager: "Get out there and pound those phones.
Make those calls. I need (pick a number) calls per
hour."
Rep: "Uh, boss, wouldn’t it make more sense to put
more emphasis on the quality of the calls?"
Manager: "The important thing is calling. The more
times you dial, the greater your chances."
Another Sales Rep: "If we invested a bit more time
on our precall planning and doing research,

Art Sobczak

wouldn’t we be able to place more focused, relevant,
valuefilled personalized SMART calls, tailored to the
person and organization we’re speaking with?"
Manager: "That wastes time. It’s a numbers game."
Yet Another Sales Rep: "How about talking to
people other than the ultimate decision maker to get
useful info? Like other people in the department, or
users of our product? Or executive assistants?
Wouldn’t this help us put together better, more
interesting opening statements and voice mails?"
Manager: "You’d place fewer calls. I need numbers."
Rep: "When I invest a bit more time on a call,
questioning, identifying needs, going deeper into a
problem, my calls are more consultative and I’m able
to offer a better solution. These calls take longer."
Manager: "And you’re not hitting your calls per
hour."
Rep: "But I’m hitting sales quota."
Manager: "Doesn’t matter. I’m measuring calls per
hour."

week, month, or year is sales and resulting
profits.

Bankers… crazy notion, right?
So why is this "numbers game" thinking in sales
so prevalent?
As one wise manager told me,
"Counting calls (or phone time) is the easiest way to
quantify what a sales rep is doing every day. However,
putting a focus on quality means investing a lot more
time in people … oneonone coaching sessions, training
meetings, monitoring calls or recordings, really rolling up
your sleeves and developing people, understanding why
someone produces at the level they do, identifying
where they can get better, then helping them get there.
Just counting calls is ‘managing by computer screen or
CRM’."
I know that some managers will violently disagree
with me and this article. I don’t care. I would ask
them if they are too lazy to work with their people. I
would also encourage them to take a look at their
own operation and ask what is really best for their
people and department.
So is there a "right" number of calls in a day, or
per hour?
How would I, or anybody outside of your
organization know that answer? It’s like when
someone asks, "What is a good direct mail response
rate?" One percent? Three? Ten percent? Actually, it
could be anything. The REAL answer: anything that
makes the most money over time.
And that could be your answer for the number of
calls as well.
(Note to Sales Reps: Please don’t forward this to
your manager with a "See, I told ya so. Look at what
this guy says." There still is a definite correlation
between being on the phone and making sales.
Doing research and making quality calls AND high
activity are not mutually exclusive.)
Numbers are used to measure activity. Focus on
making it quality activity and you’ll see the number
n
you want the most: increased sales.

Just think if the "throw it up against the wall and see
how much sticks" model was used by other
professions: Surgeons. Airline pilots. Cooks.

Art Sobczak is the CEO and Founder of
Business By Phone Inc. Find out more here

The first two scenarios are a bit absurd. Sadly, the
latter happens. Too often. Maybe you’ve seen it. Or
are living it.
A few points:
l Sales is NOT just a numbers game. It’s a quality

game.
l Activity, for the sake of activity, indeed gives

numbers. It also contributes to burnout, poor
calls, bad morale, resentment of managers, and
turnover. (And by the way, bad calls are not like a
tree falling in the woods that no one hears. Bad
calls do damage your brand and company image.)
l The most important number at the end of a day,
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A Win
for the Whiteboard
Not all visual presentations
are created equal; here’s
the research to prove it.

ntuitively, you probably know that when it comes
to telling a story that prospects remember, one
told with words alone won’t measure up to one
that includes visuals. In the academic world, this is
known as the Picture Superiority Effect, a principle
that, by my count, has been validated by more than a
dozen studies.
One of those studies found that people
remember only 10 percent of what they’re told just
two days after hearing it. But, if you accompany that

I
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story with images, that recall figure jumps to 65
percent.
But you probably don’t need a study to tell you
that great visual storytelling can make a difference in
the areas of engagement and information recall,
both so vital to great customer conversations. But
the question is, what kind of visuals actually have the
greatest effect on your sales interactions?
In other words, how do you make sure you’re
maximizing the power of the Picture Superiority
Effect?
Recently, I teamed up with Dr. Zakary Tormala, a
professor at the Stanford Graduate School of
Business, to put that question to the test. For the
experiment, more than 700 participants were asked
to watch a selling message delivered in one of three
online videos. Each video included the exact same

Tim Riesterer

visual story ranked the best?
According to Tormala, the whiteboardstyle
presentation
outperformed
the
PowerPoint
presentations by a statistical significance of more
than 10 percent across all of the following
categories:
l Retention – Participants demonstrated higher,

greater and more accurate recall.
l Engagement level – Participants found the

whiteboard story more thoughtful and engaging.
l Validity – The whiteboard presentation was

found to be superior in trustworthiness and
expert credibility.
l Quality – The whiteboard story measured higher

story told the exact same way.
The only difference? The visual used to support
that message.
The three types of visuals were:

in clarity and was shown to be more compelling
than the PowerPoint presentations.
l Persuasiveness – Participants in the whiteboard

condition indicated they were more likely to
share the information or persuade others.

l The traditional PowerPoint technique, using

simple bullet points and stock photography.
l The “Zen” PowerPoint technique, which featured

a large, metaphorical photograph with one
symbolic phrase.
l A presentation using whiteboardstyle visuals,

delivered as though a presenter were drawing it
live in front of the audience.
After viewing the presentations, participants were
asked a series of questions and told to retell what
they’d heard. This sequence was given immediately
after participants viewed the video, then repeated
two days later.
Retention, engagement level, validity, quality and
persuasiveness—these were the areas the questions
were designed to measure for each video. So, which

Maybe the most telling discovery: The impact of the
whiteboard story, unlike that of the two “static”
presentation conditions, was felt by those who
watched it even days after viewing the story. In fact,
the study found that participants, two days after
seeing the presentation, were significantly more
likely to say they’d changed their own behaviors as a
result of what they’d seen and heard.
So, what does this experiment really mean? It’s
simple: If you want to make the impact you need to
make in your customer conversations, it’s time to
drop the clicker, turn on the lights, pick up a marker
and deliver a more engaging and memorable visual
n
story.

Tim Riesterer is the chief strategy and
marketing officer at Corporate Visions.
Find out more here
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2015 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
The expert judging panel have completed their deliberations
and we can announce the three medalists in all 14 categories.
This was the most competitive contest we have run and the
quality of finalists was extremely high.
We are also inducting four into the Top Sales Hall of fame.
In alphabetical order they are Patricia Fripp, Shep Hyken,
Og Mandino & Scott McKain.

SPONSORED BY

To find out all the results
VISIT HERE
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Phase Two
Factor: Why Customer Experience is
the Big Thing in Sales
presented by Barbara Giamanco

presented by Tibor Shanto

Be Bold and Win the Sale

Collaborative Selling

presented by Jeff Shore

presented by Tony Alessandra

How to Manage, Retain and Develop
Your Most Important Customers

Sales Leadership:
Creating Predictable Revenue

presented by Jonathan Farrington

presented by Ken Thoreson

Linking Strategy and Sales

The Sales Management Disconnect

presented by Frank Cespedes

presented by Steven Rosen

SMART Nurturing: Triple Return on
Marketing Investments

Winning Sales: Conversations and
Collaboration

presented by Dan McDade

presented by Nancy Bleeke

Increasing your Success Velocity™

Understanding and Building your
Inventory of Value

presented by Jim Cathcart

How to Coach Salespeople Like a Pro
presented by Dave Kurlan

presented by Michael Nick

How Sales Operations Can Double
Your Sales Team’s Productivity
presented by Matt Heinz

Nonstop Sales Boom

Stop Selling & Start Leading

presented by Colleen Francis

presented by Deb Calvert

Mastering Sales for Business Success

Frontline Sales Manager’s Dilemma –
Coach, Leader and Business Manager

presented by Diane Helbig
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Proactive Prospecting
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presented by Tamara Schenk

ALES ACADEMY 2014 - 2015
Phase 3
2020 Selling – The Future Of
Professional Selling
presented by Jonathan Farrington

Rise of the Machines
presented by Cian McLoughlin

Anatomy of World Class Sales
Performance
presented by Joe Galvin & Barry Trailer

Top 7 Sales Presentation Fails…
and Fixes

The 2015 Top Sales Academy was
our most popular yet. Our
decision to provide recorded
sessions only was fully vindicated
as some of the presentations have
been downloaded more than
10000 times. This was our 2016
program …
If you missed any of the
sessions or would like to listen
again, simply register and gain
access to the Academy Library
We are really looking forward
to the 2016 Academy Series and
we hope you will join us.

presented by Julie Hansen

Big Deals and High Heels™:
Why Women Are Naturals at Selling
presented by Joanne Black

Build Your Collaboration Playbook
presented by Babette Ten Haken

The Most Profitable ABC’s in
Business, Ever!
presented by Bernadette McClelland

How To Design a Sales Process That
Drives Consistent Sales Performance
presented by Henrik Öquist

Sales Forecasting 101…
Choosing the Right Framework
presented by Jason Jordan
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Our 2015 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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